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In addition, JavaScript/TypeScript support, a terminal interface for XC8, embedded XC8 in C (EBC) and online UI extensions are now available, together with
support for the excellent target of the Web Driver in the following form: JavaScript/TypeScript, embedded XC8, PHP, Ruby, Python, or any other language which

can be wrapped in a single, easy to use, embeddable package. - The Mplab XC16 C Tool Compiler delivers an external interface to the core of the xc16
compiler, and supports RTOS debugging (embedded EBC) that would make many of the previous approaches obsolete for embedded device makers. The source
code in the Mplab XC16 Tools Package contains the symbol-level executable description of the compilation environment, and can be used by tool developers to

enhance their own engineering. Mplab Xc16 C Compiler (mXC16) has the ability of utilizing such embedded C programming languages as C, C++, C++ or
Assembly, which makes Mplab Xc16 C Compiler (mXC16) a unique programming instrument. For example, in a lot of projects, we needed to call some GUI

routines or routines from an OS kernel and since MPLAB Toolkit has never supported user interface the function must be called from native assembly and then
translated to C, C++, Assembly, or Java before running into a running system. Mplab Xc16 C Compiler (mXC16) is customized to promote the correct circulation
of the design and programming tasks by enabling the engineer to work at the same time in C, C++, Assembly, or Java and then translate those codes to run on
embedded devices.The mXC16 is totally a C compiler that can assist you in the design and source code of your system. You can see the code consisting of your

C, C++, or Assembly without having to translate it to C or C++ prior to running on embedded systems.
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